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1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t.
I already married a c—t’ "Madonna shocks fans with
colorful on-stage rant over ex-husband" Madonna has
brought her family problems to work, dropping the "c-bomb"
to apparently describe her ex-husband Guy Ritchie on stage.
‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t. I already married a
c—t’. I have a c-t.
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 19K SWF's murdered in 2016 a "Hate Crime by Tim
Cook" could stop Apple to make smartphones that can be
decrypted and unlocked and have trillions of iapps to save
her from being murdered and hanged in the Kennedy Barn!
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
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1-22-2016 Madonna Murdered by Ritchie... 19K some are
named Madonna but aren't as famous as this Madonna.
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Kerry in the New York Times Today; Says
"Governmental Corruption Fuels Extremism..." iapps 1,001
Nobels in Medicine in 2016 - Kerry is a Cunt: in Mecca, in
killing Allah; in preventing 9/11 II + III. In letting the New
York Times journalists spread Syphilis, STD's, HIV, MS Virus to
trillions of women who have no idea they have "Syphilis
Mentality" in their frontal lobes! Madonna: Kerry is a c—t...
!! Think 9/11 II + III paid for by King Salman, think $777
Trillion in gas station hold ups just in the USA by French +
BP Oil. Think of GE's $150 Billion in 2016 kickbacks for
"Windmill Turbines". Think of the iPod size GE Electric
Generator fueled by H @ -253 C you can plug in all your GE
appliances! Kerry is a c-t... !! Jewish Aliens!! Saudi Arabia’s
Top Cleric Forbids Chess, but Players Maneuver - Kerry
refused to kill this Saudi Arabia Top Cleric... Cunt!! Trump +
Palin will do a coup the State Dept will be cured of Kerryism!
But JPMorgan Chase provided financial advice to hear
Jewish Aliens!!
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...

1-22-2016 "Cutting off the nose to spite the face" is an
expression used to describe a needlessly self-destructive over2

reaction to a problem:
1-22-2016 Yale Daily News Today... Thirty-nine years. This
week, Scarsdale, New York saw its first homicide since 1977.
Thirty-nine years ago, Bonnie Garland ’78 was bludgeoned
to death with a hammer by her boyfriend, Richard Herrin
’77. Herrin was arrested shortly after the incident when he
drove to Coxsackie, New York and confessed to a priest who
called police. Yale Student Journalists could have added to
this article since 39 years ago 19K SWF's have been murdered
every year and done the math for Bush + Obama, and our
1984 II Dictators! Lot of murdered women Yale Student
Journalist didn't write up. F in Journalism but they will still
pass Yale. Got Dramat? The Dramat has an all-new main
stage selection process which is open to the whole Yale
student body instead of just members. Students may submit
suggestions for shows until Sunday night. The Dramat will
also hold a Yale campus wide forum Tuesday evening to
discuss submissions. The Sphincter Troupe, Yale’s only allfeminine-identified sketch comedy group, is kicking off the
semester with “Yale Fail” — a show about the perils of
shopping period and more. The show is tomorrow evening at
8 p.m. in the Morse Crescent Theater. Yale Health Paul
Genecin outlined changes to Mental Health & Counseling
Thursday in an email to the undergraduate student body.
Kerry at the CIA "Psychological Warfare Unit" doesn't
demand they use 10 cent gas to kill Mecca + Allah! Which is
"No Gas" end to the "Gasoline Era" on Earth for the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era of 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine
in 2016, Jimmy Carter's Habitat for Humanity Era without
any Worms. Jimmy killed and didn't confess to God yet, grin.
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
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1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 New York Times Front Page Today... "Cheaper Oil
Does Little for the U.S. Economy" By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM Kerry at the CIA "Psychological Warfare Unit" doesn't
demand they use 10 cent gas to kill Mecca + Allah! Which is
"No Gas" end to the "Gasoline Era" on Earth for the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era of 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine
in 2016. BINYAMIN APPELBAUM has syphilis in his frontal
lobes!!

1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...

1-22-2016 Albert Einstein College of Medicine say oral sex
raises cancer risk by 22 times
1-22-2016 Albert Einstein College of Medicine say Madonna
on-stage rant over ex-husbands hard times fight over their
son who was on Rebel Heart Tour with Madonna but not on
stage with her was probably part of the cause. Ritchie acting
like a "cunt" connotations need to be written up by Einstein
College of Medicine I say! NEW YORK - Dr. Leonard Sax has
been a family physician and psychologist for 27 years,
conducting workshops around the world for parents,
teachers, social workers, counselors, school psychologists and
juvenile justice professionals. He’s also a dad, and it’s from
all those perspectives that he took on his fourth book, an
alarm bell of sorts titled “The Collapse of Parenting,” no
lyrics by Madonna are in the Doctors book, grin. an office
visit with a 10-year-old boy who is sitting and playing a
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game on his mobile phone, ignoring me and his mom as I’m
talking with his mom about his stomachache. And his mom
is describing his stomachache and the boy says, “Shut up,
mom, you don’t know what you’re talking about.” And he
laughs. That would have been very unusual in 1990 or 2000.
It is now common: children, girls and boys, being
disrespectful to parents, being disrespectful to one another,
being disrespectful to themselves, verbally and otherwise. The
mother did nothing, just looked a little embarrassed. The
culture has changed in a profound way in a short period of
time in ways that have really harmed kids. Sarah Palin...
Palin addressed her son’s legal problems by alluding to his
difficulty adjusting to civilian life after serving in the Army
during the Iraq war. Track Palin allegedly struck his
girlfriend Monday with a closed fist and threatened to shoot
himself with an AR-15 rifle, according to a police affidavit.
Sarah Palin is illiterate in Parenting 101 because there is no
iapps from Apple + Tim Cook. Tim Cook will never order iapps
written for Madonna + Palin as Tim has hate for Women in
General. Dr. said My 9-year-old daughter and I know the
lyrics to almost every song from “Mary Poppins.” iapps for
these lyrics. iapps for STD testing and what STD's Madonna +
Ritchie have had. Thursday after the dating site agreed to
add links to sexually transmitted disease testing locations.
The battle between dating site Tinder and the AIDS
Healthcare Foundation stretches back to last fall when the
Los Angeles based non-profit group put up billboards and
advertisements in Los Angeles and New York associating
Tinder with sexually transmitted diseases such as Chlamydia
and gonorrhea. Dramatic rise in STDs in 2014 did Track
Palin have STD from the War, of course he did!!! Kerry must
have has Super STD's many times in Vietnam. New York Times
- 2 hours ago DAVOS, Switzerland - U.S. Secretary of State
John Kerry took aim Friday at government corruption,
5

saying it fuels crime, violent extremism and disillusionment
with society that contributes to the global refugee crisis. 2.6
trillion a year and "complicates every single security,
diplomatic, and social initiative we undertake." "We have to
acknowledge in all quarters of leadership that the plagues of
violent extremism, greed, lust for power, and sectarian
exploitation often find their nourishment where
governments are fragile and leaders are incompetent or
dishonest," Kerry said in a keynote address. He noted that
graft and ineffective governance had either caused or
contributed greatly to crises in Iraq, Nigeria, Syria,
Ukraine, Libya and Yemen and thus had become an
international, rather than purely domestic, problem.
1-21-2016 Revenue last 3 months. French + BP Oil $777
Trillion!
1-22-2016 Kerry said in a keynote address. He noted that
graft and ineffective governance had either caused or
contributed greatly to crises in Iraq, Nigeria, Syria,
Ukraine, Libya and Yemen and thus had become an
international, rather than purely domestic, problem.
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Oral sex 'raises the risk of getting cancer by 22
times' Men are twice as likely to get oropharyngeal cancer as
women, according to NHS choices, because performing
cunnilingus is more risky than fellatio.
1-22-2016 British government's new guidelines advise
reducing alcohol consumption to 14 units a week for both
6

men and women and bluntly state that, for some cancers of
the mouth, throat and breast, “risk increases with any
amount you drink”. Oxford has no intention of making a
super computer simulation of this. BBC Nightly News + CBS
Nightly News either... as Coors paid BBC + CBS $1 Billion for
commercials this year.
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 California anti-encryption bill proposal might
force Apple to stop sales on its home turf Digital Trends - A
week after New York state pushed an anti-encryption bill into
the hands of the state assembly, California followed suit with
its own bill, which could require manufacturers to make
smartphones that can be decrypted and unlocked.
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 19K SWF's murdered in 2016 a "Hate Crime by Tim
Cook" could stop Apple to make smartphones that can be
decrypted and unlocked and have trillions of iapps to save
her from being murdered and hanged in the Kennedy Barn!
1-22-2016 Back to the Oral Sex Cancers that will kill 100K in
2016 and Biden-Jimmy Carter War On Cancers should
crunch the HPV virus as Einstein said this is the cause of Oral
Cancers from Oral Sex. Some NY Times Journalists wrote the
article not a MD Journalists so didn't get much to
brainstorm but the top brass should send Oral Cancers to Los
Alamos and quit H-Bomb making for a few days crunching
7

Oral Cancers. Homeland Security could scan for this too with
MD's doing the airport scanning not TSA agents, grin. I'm
sure they will save more lives the MD scanners as the TSA
scanners.
1-22-2016"Employers push limit of Obamacare by excluding
outpatient surgery in plans" Employers exclude scanning
every man + women coming to work for Oral Cancers, which
would only take a min or two ever morning...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Kerry in the New York Times Today; Says
"Governmental Corruption Fuels Extremism..." iapps 1,001
Nobels in Medicine in 2016 - Kerry is a Cunt: in Mecca, in
killing Allah; in preventing 9/11 II + III. In letting the New
York Times journalists spread Syphilis, STD's, HIV, MS Virus to
trillions of women who have no idea they have "Syphilis
Mentality" in their frontal lobes!
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 “The X-Files” in 1998 and “The X-Files: I Want to
Believe” in 2008, the last time they played Mulder and
Scully. “The X-Files: Jewish Aliens Heard" brainstorms 1,001
high tech electronic inventions to finally hear Jewish Aliens.
Satellite electronics and inventions are all Pentagon secret
satellites... etc.
1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
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1-22-2016 Madonna: ‘I’m looking for a husband, not a c—t...
1-22-2016 JPMorgan Chase provided financial advice to
Jewish Aliens!!
1-22-2016 JPMorgan Chase provided financial advice to
Microchip, while Catalyst Partners advised Atmel. Wilson
Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati was Microchip’s legal adviser, and
Jones Day gave legal advice to Atmel. Microchip Technology
agreed to acquire a fellow chipmaker, the Atmel
Corporation, for about $3.6 billion. Microchip agreed to
acquire the 37-year-old chipmaker Micrel in May for about
$839 million. Microchip purchased Supertex for $394 million
in 2014, and the year before that, bought the closely held
Brussels-based EqcoLogic for an undisclosed amount. Avago
Technologies, which agreed to acquire Broadcom for $37
billion. Avago Technologies Limited (Avago) is a designer,
developer and global supplier of a range of analog
semiconductor devices. The Company focuses on III-V based
products and complex digital and mixed signal
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) based
devices. The Company operates through four segments:
wireless communications, enterprise storage, wired
infrastructure and industrial & other. JPMorgan Chase
provided financial advice to NYC Jews who think making
contact with Jewish Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars via secret
Pentagon spy satellites technology will pay off ----- more
than JPMorgan Chase could imagine - A Universe for Earth
merger!
1-22-2016 JPMorgan Chase provided financial advice to
Jewish Aliens!!
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1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months. Verizon excludes scanning every man + women
coming to work for Oral Cancers.
1-21-2016 ...samples can help determine a person's risk of
developing neck or head cancer by looking at the presence of
HPV-16...
1-21-2016 ...samples can help determine a person's risk of
developing neck or head cancer by looking at the presence of
HPV-16...
1-21-2016 GlaxoSmithKline excludes scanning every man +
women coming to work for Oral Cancers
1-21-2016 Tobacco Giants exclude scanning every man +
women coming to work for Oral Cancers
1-21-2016 Coor's hires temps from "Manpower" to exclude
scanning every man + women coming to work for Oral
Cancers.
1-21-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates exclude scanning every man
+ women coming to work for Oral Cancers.
1-21-2016 ...samples can help determine a person's risk of
developing neck or head cancer by looking at the presence of
HPV-16...
1-21-2016 ...samples can help determine a person's risk of
developing neck or head cancer by looking at the presence of
HPV-16...
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1-22-2016 "Employers push limit of Obamacare by excluding
outpatient surgery in plans" Employers exclude scanning
every man + women coming to work for Oral Cancers, which
would only take a min or two ever morning... Washington
Post - Libbi Stovall couldn't believe it last month when she
looked at the fine print in her company's 2016 health plan,
which supposedly meets the strictest standard for employer
obligations under Affordable Care Act rules.
1-22-2016 Beau was not scanned by the Pentagon for cancer
every day... did Beau have oral cancer that spread to his
brain?
1-22-2016
1-22-2016
1-22-2016
1-21-2016 Apple iPhone 007 and iPhone 6c: Which One
Should You Choose? 007 of course, idiots at HQ 1984 II
suppressed the Laser Guidance and Faster than Light
features on the iPhone 7, Apple is set to release the next
generation of phones this year.
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Apple iPhone 007 invented iapps for Brain +
Breast Cancer Czar Biden. As Biden will kill everyone at
11

GlaxoSmithKline then have iapps written on all their Rx for
Biden's Brain Cancer Rx Cure Recipes for all iPhone 007
inventors... GlaxoSmithKline will never ever work on a Rx
Recipe public one to cure Brain Cancers in millions of Beau's
overnight, breast cancer too. 5 Accused of Stealing Drug
Secrets From GlaxoSmithKline By KATIE THOMAS A federal
indictment charges two Glaxo research scientists and three
others with the theft of data they planned to sell through a
company in China. 5 accused of trying to use secret Rx of
GlaxoSmithKline to cure Brain + Breast Cancer will be given
a Pardon by Biden, grin. Biden gave the graduation speech
at Yale so today's News at Yale writing class and seminar not
on Brain + Breast Cancer but Writing Humor and not on
YouTube live... Yale students grumbling about oversubscribed seminars. One such course is Ryan Wepler’s
“Writing Humor.” The class has a 79-student waiting list.
The Yale Daily News Staff is rooting for each of you.... rooting
not inventing something, ha! @yalefruitreport on Twitter!
Literate in Fruit at Yale. Yale University President Peter
Salovey is in Davos, Switzerland this week with several world
leaders, including John Kerry ’66, for the 2016 World
Economic Forum. Other participants include Bill Gates.
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months. BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 GlaxoSmithKline revenue rose to $44.25 billion in
the last 3 months. BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Tobacco revenue rose to $84.25 billion in the last
3 months. Just in Africa. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
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1-21-2016 Coor's revenue rose to $94.25 billion in the last 3
months. Just in Africa. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates revenue rose to $444.25
billion in the last 3 months. Just for educational software
sold to HS in the USA. Mostly Games to teach anatomy. Rap +
Hip Hop too.
1-21-2016 Apple iPhone 007 would correct the facts fast when
Bill + Melinda tell you only 425K will die of Malaria this
year after we spent $5.2 Billion last year on mosquito nets for
people in Africa to sleep under, 007 would tell you people in
Africa sitting sleeping under mosquito nets smoked and
some caught the hut on fire, and 100 million will die of
lung cancer in 2016. While Bill + Melinda neighbors at
Coors will make $100 billion profits selling alcohol in Africa
witch will get 19K SBW murder under the mosquito nets...
iPhone 007 first intelligent iPhone will not be coming out in
2016. Road Rage feature for passengers will have double
press for 911 calls that send the road rage video to cop shop
faster than the speed of light and the laser tags the road
rage drivers car for the cops. Or in Key West the road rage
drivers scooter, grin. iPhone 007 Total Recall Technologies...
24/7 voice activation recording of everything within 100
yards of you! And the sounds in the night can be Google
searched.
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months.
1-21-2016 GlaxoSmithKline revenue rose to $44.25 billion in
the last 3 months.
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1-21-2016 Tobacco revenue rose to $84.25 billion in the last
3 months. Just in Africa.
1-21-2016 Coor's revenue rose to $94.25 billion in the last 3
months. Just in Africa.
1-21-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates revenue rose to $444.25
billion in the last 3 months.
1-21-2016 Apple iPhone 007... LONDON — A high-profile
British inquiry into the poisoning of Alexander V.
Litvinenko, a former K.G.B. officer turned critic of the
Kremlin, concluded in a report released on Thursday that
his murder “was probably approved” by President Vladimir V.
Putin of Russia and the head of the country’s spy service.
1-21-2016 Apple iPhone 007... LONDON — A high-profile
British inquiry into the Paris Drunk Driving Car Crash of
Princes Diana concluded in a report released on Thursday
that her murder “was probably approved” by Queen
Elizabeth.
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months.
1-21-2016 GlaxoSmithKline revenue rose to $44.25 billion in
the last 3 months.
1-21-2016 Tobacco revenue rose to $84.25 billion in the last
3 months. Just in Africa.
1-21-2016 Coor's revenue rose to $94.25 billion in the last 3
months. Just in Africa.
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1-21-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates revenue rose to $444.25
billion in the last 3 months.
1-21-2016 Apple iPhone 007... LONDON — A high-profile
British inquiry... Mr. Litvinenko died 22 days after ingesting
green tea laced with polonium 210 — a rare and highly
toxic isotope — in the company of two Russian associates,
Andrei K. Lugovoi and Dmitri V. Kovtun. He was 43. The
three men had met in the Pine Bar of the Millennium Hotel
in London.
1-21-2016 Apple iPhone 007... LONDON — A high-profile
British inquiry Princes Diana's driver was in a Bar with 2
British SS men employed by Prince Charles to get the Driver
Drunk as Hell... the report left no doubt that Mr. Litvinenko’s
death had, in the judge’s view, been an act of murder
planned by a Russian state agency.... Ex-Wife's deaths 19K in
2016 will be planned by the mother in law and the husband.
Motives for killing Princes Diana was a Muslim Man she was
having sex with which drove them insane... As motives for Mr.
Litvinenko’s poisoning, Judge Owen listed various possible
factors, including a belief that he had betrayed by revenge
sex. Antagonism between Mr. Litvinenko on one hand and
President Putin. Diana's revenge sex drove Prince Charles
insane, we can watch the YouTube Video's of this when they
are made public. Ex-wives do have the advantage in revenge
sex. Just ask Prince Charles.
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months.
1-21-2016 GlaxoSmithKline revenue rose to $44.25 billion in
the last 3 months.
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1-21-2016 Tobacco revenue rose to $84.25 billion in the last
3 months. Just in Africa.
1-21-2016 Coor's revenue rose to $94.25 billion in the last 3
months. Just in Africa.
1-21-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates revenue rose to $444.25
billion in the last 3 months.
1-21-2016 Discovery of prehistoric massacre may point to
origins of human warfare Washington Post - 41 minutes ago
1-21-2016 Discovery of the iPod size electric generator fueled
by H @-252 C to plug in all your GE appliances - caused Greg
+ Wives in Key West to think about the reinvention of all the
wires in your home and 63 Story buildings in NYC...
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months.
1-21-2016 GlaxoSmithKline revenue rose to $44.25 billion in
the last 3 months.
1-21-2016 Tobacco revenue rose to $84.25 billion in the last
3 months. Just in Africa.
1-21-2016 Coor's revenue rose to $94.25 billion in the last 3
months. Just in Africa.
1-21-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates revenue rose to $444.25
billion in the last 3 months.
1-21-2016 Discovery of Exposed wiring was probably
responsible for the New Year’s Eve blaze that engulfed a 6316

story skyscraper in Dubai just hours before a nearby fireworks
display at the world’s tallest building, the police said
Wednesday. Dubai’s police chief, Maj. Gen. Khamis Mattar alMazeina, refused to say whether the fire was caused by
negligence on the part of the tower’s builder, Emaar
Properties. IP for you to think about today, reinvent the
wires. Or do we even need wires in the walls of homes any
more?
1-21-2016 Discovery of the iPod size electric generator fueled
by H @-252 C
1-21-2016 Discovery of the iPod size electric generator fueled
by H @-252 C
1-21-2016 Discovery of the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort
gave Jimmy Carters habitat for humanity heating elements
in all DC highways and city streets. Of course Jimmy + his
1984 II Dictators refused to put heating elements in the DC
roads and believe it or not Putin refused to put heating
elements in Red Square as he loves watching the Russian
women complain about shoveling the snow on Moscow
sidewalks, grin. "An inch of snow, icy roads unleash 9 hours
of traffic chaos across DC region" Washington Post “Horrible.” “Pathetic.” “Painful.” “Unbelievable.” “One inch
of snow did this.” From every corner of the region and into
the wee hours of the morning, from every highway and
byway, motorists vented their anger and frustration.
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months.
1-21-2016 GlaxoSmithKline revenue rose to $44.25 billion in
the last 3 months.
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1-21-2016 Tobacco revenue rose to $84.25 billion in the last
3 months. Just in Africa.
1-21-2016 Coor's revenue rose to $94.25 billion in the last 3
months. Just in Africa.
1-21-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates revenue rose to $444.25
billion in the last 3 months.
1-21-2016 "Ninth Planet May Exist Beyond Pluto, Scientists
Report" By KENNETH CHANG Two professors at the California
Institute of Technology. 9th Planet Hell - New York Times
news Today should be about the 9th nearest star. Rename a
Key West beach for the 9th nearest star or even the Nearest
Star.
1-21-2016 Apple iPhone 007 and iPhone 6c: Which One
Should You Choose? 007 of course, idiots at HQ 1984 II
suppressed the iapps for the 52 nearest Stars + their Jewish
Aliens. iapps to invent a way to hear them on your iPhone
007. 4,500 times the mass of Pluto...
1-21-2016 Discovery of the iPod size electric generator fueled
by H @-252 C
1-21-2016 Discovery of the iPod size electric generator fueled
by H @-252 C
1-21-2016 "Trial Explores Whether Towns Discriminate
Against Nonmembers of Polygamous Sect" By FERNANDA
SANTOS A federal complaint accuses the side-by-side towns of
Colorado City, Ariz., and Hildale, Utah, of discriminating
against people who are not members of the Fundamentalist
18

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. PHOENIX — When
an unfamiliar car drives into the small neighboring towns
of Colorado City, Ariz., and Hildale, Utah, private security
agents working for the polygamist sect that dominates the
towns ask the local marshals, who act as the police for both
towns, to run the license plates to see who is passing through,
federal prosecutors said. Women wear ankle-length dresses.
Children are taught to distrust strangers. Men think they
need to have at least three wives to earn eternal salvation.
Most of the 10,000 people who live in these towns live by the
rules of the cloistered world they inhabit and the dictates of
a polygamous sect, the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, whose prophet, Warren S. Jeffs, is
serving a life sentence for the sexual assault of underage
girls he said were his wives. And now, in Federal District
Court here, 12 jurors will be asked to decide whether the two
municipalities are run in a way that discriminates against
outsiders, depriving them of their housing and civil rights.
Philip Barlow is the mayor of Hildale, Utah, one of the two
towns accused of discrimination. Credit Ralph
Freso/Associated Press According to the federal government’s
complaint, originally filed in 2012, the towns and their
utilities “have engaged in a pattern or practice of illegal
discrimination against individuals who are not members of
the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints.” For their part, lawyers representing Hildale and
Colorado City say the issue at hand is religious freedom; they
accuse the government of discriminating against an
unpopular religion, whose legality is not being challenged.
Jeffrey Matura, who represents Colorado City, said
1-21-2016 Discovery of the iPod size electric generator fueled
by H @-252 C
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1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months. BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 GlaxoSmithKline revenue rose to $44.25 billion in
the last 3 months. BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Tobacco revenue rose to $84.25 billion in the last
3 months. Just in Africa. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Coor's revenue rose to $94.25 billion in the last 3
months. Just in Africa. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates revenue rose to $444.25
billion in the last 3 months. Just for educational software
sold to HS in the USA. Mostly Games to teach anatomy. Rap +
Hip Hop too.

1-21-2016 Discovery of the iPod size electric generator fueled
by H @-252 C
When an unfamiliar car drives into the small neighboring
towns of Colorado City, Ariz., and Hildale, Utah, private
security agents working for the polygamist sect that
dominates the towns ask the local marshals, who act as the
police for both towns, to run the license plates to see who is
passing through...
1-21-2016 Invention of the License Plate + the suppression of
the reinvented License Plate by the New York Times
20

Journalists is a hate crime against women, mostly the 19K
who will be murdered in 2016. iPhone 7 and NY Times Elite
will not save one women's life in 2016. Bias new is one thing
but hate crimes against women by the Times and Tim Cook is
another. 19K murders in 2016 are not some George Orwell
story in the New York Times but real stats. So the 1984 II
mastermind of this trail is the criminal not the polygamous
sect. Really.
Palin's son, a combat vet having served in a Stryker brigade.
Like so many others, they come back a bit different. They
come back hardened,” Palin said but didn't give the
classified and news censored stats of the wives murdered just
in 2016 by Wounded Warrior Vets. Palin addressed her son’s
legal problems by alluding to his difficulty adjusting to
civilian life after serving in the Army during the Iraq war.
Track Palin allegedly struck his girlfriend Monday with a
closed fist and threatened to shoot himself with an AR-15
rifle, according to a police affidavit. Sarah Palin left Trump
the day after she said he had balls and no more pussyfooting
around in our 1984 II society. YouTube Video of Sarah Palin
at home handling this family crisis would be a good
invention project to save the lives of the 19K women who will
be murdered by a wounded warrior vet like Track. The Top
Brass are not inventive enough to even write out iapps for
this Track Palin attack but no murder of the wife. Track
Palin on the Battle Fields the Stryker brigade that earned
French + BP Oil $777 Trillion in 2016. Star Wars is the Battle
Field of faster than light invention projects + of course the
Battle for Brain Cancer Cure. Track Palin should have been
sent to the Rx Recipe makers and got all the Rx Recipes for
Sarah's breast cancer cure. SCARSDALE, N.Y. — A 58-year-old
woman was fatally stabbed on Wednesday inside her home
in this Westchester County village, the authorities said. A
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man who also lived in the home, possibly the woman’s
husband, was detained by the police, officials said.
Scarsdale police officers were called to the house at 50
Lincoln Road. NY Times reporter didn't write if he was a
wounded warrior and could not print this as it's censored by
the top brass. I'm sure 100's of murdered wives by vets were
never reported in the Times. “No more pussy footin’ around!
Our troops deserve the best, you deserve the best! "The Full
Text Of Sarah Palin’s Bizarre Trump Speech" by Kyle Blaine...
a Bizarre Orwellian Journalists, grin. Day in the life of a
1984 II Orwellian Journalists. Shock + Awe of this will be
made public someday! "if you’re determined to win the war!
And you quit footin’ the bill for these nations who are oilrich, we’re paying for some of their skirmishes that have been
going on for centuries. Where they’re fightin’ each other and
yellin’ “Allah Akbar” calling Jihad on each other’s heads for
ever and ever. Like I’ve said before, let them duke it out and
let Allah sort it out". "President Obama will be able to look
up, and there, over his head, he’ll be able to see that
shining, towering, Trump tower. Yes, Barack, he built that,
and that says a lot." Trump 155 Story Medical School in
Manhattan was lost to Sex Slaves Sarah Track Palin has
vivid memories of. Pussy footin she can say. Japan's Comfort
Women still haunt the government of Japan Today. Yoko
Ono took out a full page ad in the NY Times last week... "if
you want to End War do it" as she knows the names of our
1984 II Dictators. Jimmy Carter the Mastermind elected to be
President before Trump will have no Tolstoy Confession Book
or YouTube death bed video on the suppression of the 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. In Key West writing at Starbucks
with no iPhone 007 + MacBook Pro I have on my Salvation
Army Habitat for Humanity T Shirt for local observers, grin.
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1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Verizon revenue rose to $34.25 billion in the last 3
months. BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 GlaxoSmithKline revenue rose to $44.25 billion in
the last 3 months. BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Tobacco revenue rose to $84.25 billion in the last
3 months. Just in Africa. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Coor's revenue rose to $94.25 billion in the last 3
months. Just in Africa. French + BP Oil $777 Trillion!
1-21-2016 Bill + Melinda Gates revenue rose to $444.25
billion in the last 3 months. Just for educational software
sold to HS in the USA. Mostly Games to teach anatomy. Rap +
Hip Hop too.

1-21-2016 By ERIC LICHTBLAU New York Times - Exodus, a
ship carrying 4,500 Jewish Aliens...

1-20-2016 "Oscars So White? Or Oscars So Dumb? Discuss" By
MANOHLA DARGIS, WESLEY MORRIS and A. O. SCOTT New York
Times Movie Review of... "4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat" all SWF MD's
won every Oscar in 2017 and there were no Black Critics as
this movie saved the lives of 5 Billion people, everyone on
Earth! And gave Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity faster
than the speed of light Godsend for NASA.
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1-20-2016 By ERIC LICHTBLAU New York Times - Exodus, a
ship carrying 4,500 Jewish Aliens...

1-20-2016 By ERIC LICHTBLAU New York Times - Exodus, a
ship carrying 4,500 Jewish Aliens...

1-20-2016 By ERIC LICHTBLAU New York Times - Exodus, a
ship carrying 4,500 Jewish refugees that was turned away
from Palestine by the British in 1947, has been donated to
the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington.

1-20-2016 "Oscars So White? Or Oscars So Dumb? Discuss" By
MANOHLA DARGIS, WESLEY MORRIS and A. O. SCOTT New York
Times Movie Review of... "4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat" all SWF MD's
won every Oscar in 2017 and there were no Black Critics as
this movie saved the lives of 5 Billion people, everyone on
Earth! And gave Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity faster
than the speed of light Godsend for NASA.

1-20-2016 By ERIC LICHTBLAU New York Times - Exodus, a
ship carrying 4,500 Jewish Aliens...

1-20-2016 By ERIC LICHTBLAU New York Times - Exodus, a
ship carrying 4,500 Jewish Aliens...
1-20-2016 White House Letter Obama’s Goal to Wipe Out
Malaria May Be a Dream Too Far - but Obama did wipe out
4.5 Trillion Jewish Aliens at the nearest 52 Stars in his War
Games with the Muslims, Mecca, Allah, and $777 Trillion
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Godsend that would finance an Exodus to Alpha Centauri
via Hubble Space Telescope Trains.
1-20-2016 Historical examples - "Cutting off the nose to spite
the face" is an expression used to describe a needlessly selfdestructive over-reaction to a problem: The Embargo Act of
1807, passed by the United States Congress in protest against
British and French interference in U.S. shipping. The Act had
the side-effect of prohibiting nearly all U.S. exports and most
imports, greatly disrupting the U.S. economy.
1-20-2016 Today examples - "Cutting off the nose to spite the
face" is an expression used to describe a needlessly selfdestructive over-reaction to a problem: $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues given to Mecca, Allah financed the 9/11 Terrorists
flight from Boston + trillions of attacks in Paris La Belle
Cafe's Today.
1-20-2016 Today at Yale Daily News - Overlord at Yale. Here
at Yale, we apply for everything, and that includes
leadership of popular student forum “Overheard at Yale.”
The former moderator Tyler Blackmon ’16 circulated an
application for the role which was due Monday. The Yale
community awaits his decision. "Sweet 16 girls" from this
writer at Yale... Sweet 15. Online encyclopedia Wikipedia
turns 15 this month. To celebrate the equation, the site
released statistics on its most viewed and edited articles.
Wikipedia’s most popular entry of all time is its article about
former President George W. Bush ’68. The page has been
edited 45,862 times since its creation.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cutting_off_the_nose_to_spite_th
e_face
1-20-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat News from Yale Medical
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School; the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine on the
potential of the hallucinogen psilocybin, the active
ingredient in “magic mushrooms,” to help patients quit
smoking in the context of cognitive behavioral therapy
treatment. Another study currently being conducted by
University of New Mexico will investigate the effects of
psilocybin-assisted psychotherapy in treatment of alcoholism.
Yale Psychedelic Science Group gathered for the first time
Tuesday evening at the Yale School of Medicine, marking the
inaugural session of a seminar series on the therapeutic use
of psychedelic substances in academic research and clinical
psychiatry. The group of over 30 people, which has been
meeting informally to discuss developments in the field of
psychedelic science since last year. Front page of the Key West
Citizen a "Local Girl" was hired to make a alcohol
commercial... grin. Cut off your nose to spite... Yale Medical
School MD's only come to Key West as tourists not to wipe out
alcoholism with LSD II + III, grin!
1-20-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat is the Malaria Cure +++
every disease in Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity; even
worms, grin. But First and Second Breast + Brain Cancers!
1-20-2016 White House Letter "Obama’s Goal to Wipe Out
Malaria May Be a Dream Too Far" Under President Obama,
the President’s Malaria Initiative has grown into a $618million program that works in 19 African countries and in
Southeast Asia. Yet the disease remains a top killer of
children around the world. By GARDINER HARRIS More
important, there is no malaria vaccine — several are in
development, but none is consistently effective. Some experts
believe a vaccine will never be made, in part because
surviving a natural infection does not produce lifelong
immunity. $2.5 billion in 2014. The United States
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government is responsible for about half of the total, and
about half of America’s spending comes from the president’s
initiative. Despite undeniable progress, serious challenges
remain. Malaria deaths have fallen by about two-thirds
since 2000 — in large measure because more than half of
Africa’s population now sleeps under mosquito nets,
compared with just 2 percent in 2000 — and 6.2 million lives
have been saved. Even so, last year the world had an
estimated 214 million new malaria cases and 438,000
deaths.
1-20-2016 White House Letter Obama’s Goal to Wipe Out
Malaria May Be a Dream Too Far - President’s Malaria
Initiative is really the 1984 II Dictators Initiative's that
can't even dictate those coming to work at HQ sick stay at
home and tell those that they share the break room table
with they have Syphilis, HIV, MS Virus, STD's...
1-20-2016 White House Letter Obama’s Goal to Wipe Out
Malaria May Be a Dream Too Far 1-20-2016 White House Letter Obama’s Goal to Wipe Out
Malaria May Be a Dream Too Far 1-20-2016 White House Letter Obama’s Goal to Wipe Out
Malaria May Be a Dream Too Far - More than average more
than four standard drinks of alcohol a day, twice the
recommended health guidelines, and these drinkers are
targeted by the alcohol industry and branded as 'super
consumers' - White House Letter how many die in Africa from
alcohol is more than malaria's 425K in 2016 but Obama
censors these stats.... Smoking in Africa kills trillions of
blacks in 2016 and this is not in the Malaria White House
Letters! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat is the Malaria Cure!
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1-20-2016 White House Letter Obama’s Goal to Wipe Out
Malaria May Be a Dream Too Far 1-20-2016 White House Letter Obama’s Goal to Wipe Out
Malaria May Be a Dream Too Far 1-20-2016 White House Letter Obama’s Goal to Wipe Out
Malaria May Be a Dream Too Far 1-20-2016 Win 10 and Bill Gates Wiped Out May Be a Dream
that will come true in 2016... By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS The
arrests were made in connection with a suspected pricefixing scheme for high school trips to former Nazi camps in
Poland, the Israeli police said. Police said price fixing of
education software by Bill Gates to make $100 Billion in
profits for Microsoft in 2016 is a crime.
1-20-2016 Donald Trump, the billionaire and leading
Republican candidate for President of the United States, says
he wants Apple, the biggest technology company in the world
by market valuation, to make its computers and other
products in America.
1-20-2016 Cutting off the nose to spite the face...
...off the nose to spite the face" is an expression used to
describe a needlessly self-destructive over-reaction to a
problem: "Don't cut off your nose to
The most famous[citation needed] of these cases was that of
Saint Ebba (sometimes called Æbbe the Younger), the Mother
Superior of the monastery of Coldingham. In 867 AD, Viking
pirates from Zealand and Uppsala landed in Scotland.
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When news of the raid reached Saint Ebba, she gathered her
nuns together and urged them to disfigure themselves, so
that they might be unappealing to the Vikings. In this way,
they hoped to protect their chastity. She demonstrated this by
cutting off her nose and upper lip, and the nuns proceeded
to do the same. The Viking raiders were so disgusted that
they burned the entire building to the ground with the nuns
inside
1-20-2016 Historical examples - "Cutting off the nose to spite
the face" is an expression used to describe a needlessly selfdestructive over-reaction to a problem: The Embargo Act of
1807, passed by the United States Congress in protest against
British and French interference in U.S. shipping. The Act had
the side-effect of prohibiting nearly all U.S. exports and most
imports, greatly disrupting the U.S. economy.
1-20-2016 Today examples - "Cutting off the nose to spite the
face" is an expression used to describe a needlessly selfdestructive over-reaction to a problem: $777 Trillion in Oil
Revenues given to Mecca, Allah financed the 9/11 Terrorists
flight from Boston + trillions of attacks in Paris La Belle
Cafe's Today.
Nice! Link below is new video added today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l
ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb
1-20-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint
Jude Auschwitz Hospitals
1-20-2016 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat motivated by spite; Saint
Jude Auschwitz Hospitals
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305
340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE
VS810PP Android.

Nice! Link below is new video added today.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbpw1KOQ5sU&index=1&l
ist=PLP5Rx6jHWq3rsQIsDnKkt4eX8nar2nVdb

inventor8484@gmail.com
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
index a smaller file.
...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a
shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and
then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima
Centauri... Click HERE!
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Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control
Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying
cars.

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current
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index a smaller file.
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.
html

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014
Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC
Greg's YouTube Video reposted
inventsomething@live.com

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept
27,

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html
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